CySER Summer Workshop 2024 Field Trips

Objective
As part of CySER’s stated mission “to train the next generation of military and national defense-aligned civilian workforce in cybersecurity,” the Summer Workshop includes three field trips to relevant facilities where students will learn about both military and civilian careers in the US cyber workforce.

Important Information
Only students and staff who have filled out the required visitor information form may go on the PNNL and Fairchild AFB trips. Only students and staff who are part of the CySER organization or are affiliated with its partner institutions (WSU, MSU, UI, CWU) in an official capacity may go on the Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories trip.

For the PNNL and Fairchild trips, everyone needs to bring identification as specified when filling out the visitor information form. Also for the PNNL trip, everyone needs to know the last 4 digits of your Social Security Number; you will be asked when checking in. Both tours will involve walking, particularly the PNNL trip, so wear comfortable and appropriate, closed-toe footwear.

Expenses
There will be no travel expenses for the students or staff going on these trips. Transportation and food are being provided by CySER and our hosts at Fairchild AFB will be providing food on that trip.

Itinerary
For trip dates and departure/return times, see the workshop schedule at https://cyser.wsu.edu/summer-workshop/#workshop2024.

Potential Hazards
Participants on these tours are not expected to be exposed to any significant hazards. However, all three locations are active worksites, so participants are expected to be aware of their surroundings and exercise caution. All three sites require participants to wear closed-toe footwear.